
Creative Mayor's Academy: Skills
Bootcamp: Animation producer
If you've ever been captivated by the colorful characters and stunning visuals in animated movies and TV shows, our
Animation Course is the perfect opportunity to turn your passion into a career.

Our course is designed to teach you the fundamentals of animation, from the basics of sketching and storyboarding to
the principles of character design and animation techniques. You'll learn how to use industry-standard software like
Adobe Animate and Autodesk Maya to bring your ideas to life.

Our expert instructors have years of experience in the animation industry and will guide you through the process step-
by-step. By the end of the course, you'll have a portfolio of work to showcase your skills and a solid understanding of the
animation pipeline.

Here are some of the learning objectives you can expect to achieve through our Animation Course:

Learn the principles of animation, including timing, spacing, and squash and
stretch.
Understand the basics of sketching and storyboarding, and how to translate your
ideas into a visual format.
Learn how to use industry-standard software like Adobe Animate and Autodesk
Maya to create stunning animations.
Explore character design and development, and learn how to create characters
with unique personalities and traits.
Understand the animation pipeline and learn how to work collaboratively with
other animators and production teams.

Whether you're an aspiring animator, graphic designer, or simply looking to add a new skill to your repertoire, our
Animation Course is the perfect way to take your creativity to the next level. Enroll today and start bringing your ideas to
life!

WHAT WILL I NEED?

Start Date: 18 April 2023
Day: Tuesdays and Thursdays
Time: 18:00 - 21:00
Duration: 8 weeks
Venue: King's Cross Centre



You should be able to follow simple written and verbal instructions, demonstrations, hand-outs and health and safety
information, and will be invited to take part in group discussion. You should be able to use numbers and be able to do
simple measurements and calculations.

You should be a confident and competent computer users on a Mac or Windows PC and be proficient with a mouse and
keyboard in either a creative software, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint or equivalent and should be able to download,
upload, save, open and retrieve files. Some awareness of design for print or any other art/design practice would be
useful.

Please be prepared to provide your residency documents such as a passport, EU citizen ID card, UK Birth Certificate or
Biometric Card. If you have been in the UK for less than 3 years or have entered the UK with a visa you will need to
provide evidence that you are eligible to study in the UK - your visa, your biometric card that covers the duration of your
course or any relevant home office documents to support your residency should all be uploaded. If you’re an EU, EEA or
Swiss citizen we will need to see evidence of 'Pre-Settled' or 'Settled-status' documents. Also for funding purposes we
would need to see evidence of payslips if working (within the last 3 months). If you are receiving benefits (e.g JSA, ESA,
Universal Credit (UC), Housing benefits etc. please bring evidence of this).

WHAT CAN I DO AFTER?

Move on to further study or receive support into work in entry level roles through our emoployability team.

Start Date: 18 April 2023
Day: Tuesdays and Thursdays
Time: 18:00 - 21:00
Duration: 8 weeks
Venue: King's Cross Centre


